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Abstract

In this paper we demonstrate how to use a semantics-directed generator to systematically design
abstract machines. The main novelty of the generator is that it generates compilers and abstract
machines. The generator is fully automated and its core transformations are proved correct. In
this paper we propose a design methodology based on our generator and as an example we
design a functional abstract machine which turns out to be very similar to the categorial abstract
machine. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Abstract machines provide intermediate target languages for compilation. First, the
compiler generates code for the abstract machine. Then, this code can be interpreted
or further compiled into real-machine code. Abstract machines as an intermediate stage
increase portability and maintainability of compilers. The instructions of an abstract
machine are tailored to speci�c operations required to implement operations of a source
language. For almost all kinds of languages, there exist abstract machines, e.g. for
imperative [32], functional [4,5,17,21], logic [2,35], functional=logic [30], constraint
[16], concurrent constraint [26] or object oriented [3,34] languages.
Abstract machines are usually designed in an ad hoc manner often based on expe-

rience with other abstract machines. But also some systematic approaches have been
investigated. One of those is based on partial evaluation of example programs [9,20,31].
Another approach is to use pass separation transformations [18]. Hannan [15] introduced
a pass separation transformation, which splits a set of term rewriting rules representing
an abstract interpreter into two sets of term rewriting rules: the �rst set represents a
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compiler into an abstract machine language, while the second set represents an abstract
machine. We combined this transformation with other transformations, including ex-
tensions of those suggested by McKeever [25] and daSilva [13] and implemented all
transformations in Prolog. As a result we get a system which given a natural semantics
speci�cation of a source language generates speci�cations of a compiler and an ab-
stract machine for that source language. The generated speci�cations are term rewriting
systems and our system is able to interprete these rules or translate them into SML
or C.
For the formal de�nition of our meta-language and the transformations see [12], for

the correctness proofs see [10].
Given a semantics speci�cation of a source language, current semantics-directed

compiler generators produce compilers from the source language into a �xed target
language.

semantics program input
↓ ↓ ↓

generator −→ compiler −→ code −→ output

Rather than just generating compilers which translate source programs into a �xed
target language, our system generates both a compiler and an abstract machine. The
generated compiler translates source programs into code for the abstract machine.

semantics program
↓ ↓

generator −−−→ compiler −−−→ abstract machine code∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣




y

input
↓

−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ abstract machine −→ output

In the next section we will present a methodology which uses the above generator
in an iterative design process for abstract machines. Then we will demonstrate the
methodology by means of an example: We will design an abstract machine for a
simple functional language.

2. A generative methodology

Several authors [9,20,31] suggested a methodology based on partial evaluation, which
consists of the following steps:

(1) De�ne an interpreter.
(2) Change the interpreter by making the heap representation and the uni�cations

explicit.
(3) Partially evaluate the interpreter with respect to some example inputs.
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(4) Look for patterns in the intermediate code and de�ne corresponding machine in-
structions.

(5) Fold the result of the partial evaluation using the machine instructions.
(6) If the resulting code contains predicates or Prolog constructs, which are not ma-

chine instructions, or the machine instructions are not deterministic or not suitable
for conventional computer architectures, then repeat the design loop (steps 2–6).

The problem with this approach is, that it does not guarantee that the designed com-
piler and abstract machine are complete. By complete, we mean that the generated
compiler is able to translate every correct program into abstract machine code. The
incompleteness is due to the fact that the design is based only on example programs.
In comparison our generator guarantees completeness, as it transforms semantics

speci�cations and not example programs. In practice, the design of an abstract machine
is a typical design process as we know it from software engineering: First, a prototype
is constructed. Then, it is modi�ed based on experience gained with the prototype. The
modi�cations are done in the implementation of the abstract machine and the compiler
has to be adapted. With the help of our generator, this process can be facilitated
by lifting the modi�cations into the semantics speci�cations. This is advantageous, as
correctness proofs of the modi�cations can be done on the semantics level. Thus our
new methodology consists of the following steps:

(1) De�ne the semantics of the source language.
(2) Generate a compiler and abstract machine.
(3) Look for ine�ciencies in the intermediate code and the de�nitions of the abstract

machine instructions.
(4) Modify the semantics, then repeat the design loop (steps 2–4).

Modi�cations include that implementation details of data types are made explicit, e.g.
the heap representation, or that data with di�erent binding times are separated, this is
also known as binding-time improvement.

3. Semantics notation: 2BIG

Natural semantics has been used by programming language researchers to specify
many aspects of programming languages [7,8,16,19,27,28,33]. In this article we use
natural semantics to specify the dynamic semantics of programming languages. But
�rst we introduce our language to write natural semantics speci�cations: 2BIG
The language combines the structural approach of natural semantics [19] and the

separation of general and implementation details by the use of a separately given
interpretation for function symbols.
We refer to the speci�cation of the interpretation for function symbols as the second

level and the inference rules as the �rst level. All transformations performed by the
generator are syntactical transformations on the inference rules, the interpretations of
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functions remain unchanged. All compile-time computations have to be in the �rst level,
run-time aspects can be hidden in the second level. Only the names and signatures of
the function symbols are made available to the �rst level.
In 2BIG the dynamic semantics of a programming language is de�ned by a set of

inference rules, e.g., the semantics of an assignment instruction which binds a name
X to a value V is speci�ed below:

r=
member((X 7→Y ); S) V B S→N
assign(X; V )B S→ replace(X; S; N )

:

We will use the notational convention that meta-variables c; c′; ci; e; e′; ei; : : : denote
terms. 1 Judgements are transitions of the form cB e1→ e2, e.g. assign(X; V )B S→
replace(X; S; N ), or side conditions of the form p(t1; : : : ; tn) or not p(t1; : : : ; tn), e.g.,
member((X 7→Y ); S). In a rule the judgements above the line are called preconditions
and the judgement below the line is called the conclusion. Furthermore, we adopt the
notation for list constructors from Prolog, e.g., [1; 2; 3]= [1|[2|[3|[]]]].
Functions (e.g., replace and the characteristic function of member) are de�ned sep-

arately, e.g., as Prolog predicates. We refer to their de�nitions as the second level of
the speci�cation.
In a transition cB e→ e′ the meta-variables c; e and e′ denote terms, thus they are not

di�erent entities. But to emphasize, that c; e and e′ play di�erent roles in a transition,
we call the term on the left ofB the instruction, the terms on the right of B and →
are called states and we will refer to the outermost constructor of an instruction as an
instruction symbol. This convention is motivated by the way transitions are used in
semantics speci�cations. Usually a transition of the form cB e1→ e2 is interpreted as
“the execution of the instructions c in state e1 yields state e2”. By instructions we mean
the constructs of the language being de�ned and by state we mean run-time information
like bindings, environments or stores. Some authors refer to instruction-state pairs as
con�gurations.
As a deviation from most works in natural semantics we use cB e instead of e` c.

As the rules usually de�ne di�erent cases for c, not for e, we feel that our notation is
more readable.
The semantics of 2BIG is based on inductive systems [1] and relational inductive

systems [13,14]. The relevant de�nitions are given in [12]. After transformation of side
conditions into transitions 2 the 2BIG rules are simply relational inductive rules with
ordered premises where we regard → as a ternary constructor symbol.
2BIG rules can also be given a procedural reading as in logic programming [23].

Informally, to prove that a transition cB e1→ e2 (goal) follows from the inference

1 We use uppercase letters for variables of the speci�cation language and lowercase letters for meta-
variables. The term variable is also often used for the concept of binding values to names in programming
languages, e.g. in the above 2BIG rule the speci�cation language variable X gets bound to names of variables
of the source language.
2 We regard side conditions as syntactic sugar, which can be transformed into transitions containing the

characteristic functions of the predicates.
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rules, we unify it with the conclusion of a rule. If it uni�es then the preconditions of
that rule become our new goals. If the rule has no preconditions, then the goal trivially
follows from that rule. This procedural reading underlies the Prolog implementation of
2BIG.

4. A generator for compilers and abstract machines

Our generator applies a sequence of established techniques to a natural semantics
speci�cation in order to split it into a compiler and an abstract machine. We believe
that our framework, by virtue of being compositional, can be extended over time to
include even more powerful analysis and transformation methods. Actually, the trans-
formations are mostly source to source and after every transformation we have an
executable speci�cation again. Of these transformations pass separation is the most
important one. Let p be a program and x and y the static and dynamic input to this
program, then partial evaluation of p with respect to x yields a residual program px,
such that px(y)=p(x; y). In contrast, pass separation transforms the program p into
two programs p1 and p2 such that p2(p1(x); y)=p(x; y). Note that here p1 produces
some intermediate data, which are input to p2. When it comes to the generation of
compiler=executor pairs, pass separation provides an immediate solution, we pass sep-
arate the interpreter interp into an executor exec and a compiler comp, such that:
interp(prog; data)= exec(comp(prog); data). Despite this potential for compiler gener-
ation there is only little work on pass separation [11,15,18].
Our generator �rst transforms the 2BIG rules into a term rewriting system:

For this, it �rst removes side conditions by converting them into transitions, thus
there are now only transitions as preconditions. Then it factorizes rules which have
a common initial sequence of preconditions. Factorization replaces these rules with
a single rule which has the common initial sequence as its preconditions and for
each original rule a rule is generated with its remaining preconditions. Next, the
generator adds a stack to the state in the transitions and stores temporary variables,
i.e. variables which are not used in an intermediate transition. Variables which do
not occur in the conclusion of a rule are eliminated. The last step before the ac-
tual transformation into a term rewriting system is called sequentialization. It con-
verts all preconditions of a rule such that the result state of one transition is the
start state of the next. These rules can now be easily turned into rewrite rules.
Rules of the form (c1B e1→ e′1 · · · cnB en→ e′n)=cB e→ e′ are converted into
〈(c;p); e〉→ 〈(c1; : : : ; cn;p); e1〉 where p is a new variable name.

Now the resulting term rewriting system is in a form, such that pass separation can
be applied which yields two-term rewriting systems: one representing a compiler and
one representing the abstract machine. These term rewriting systems are then further
optimized to reduce the number and complexity of the abstract machine instructions,
e.g. the number of arguments.
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Informally, the relation of the generated compiler and abstract machine and the
original 2BIG speci�cation is as follows: If the transition pB e→ e′ for a program
p with start state e can be proven using the original 2BIG rules, then 〈p̃; [[]; ẽ〉 can
be rewritten using the abstract machine rules into 〈nop; [[]; ẽ′]〉 where p̃, ẽ and ẽ′
are the compiled versions of the terms p, e and e′. 3 Note, that also the states are
compiled as we allow that source language constructs can occur in a state, e.g. the
state might contain an environment mapping names to function abstraction as in the
case of Mini-ML .
In the rest of the paper we will use the generator as a black box. Similar to other

generation tools in compiler design like lex or yacc, it is based on a formal theory
[12]. When we use these tools, we do not have to know much about their inner
workings, but we have to understand their speci�cation languages.

5. Designing an abstract machine for Mini-ML

We apply our system to a speci�cation of Mini-ML . The generated compiler and
abstract machine are similar to those presented in [15], i.e., the categorial abstract ma-
chine (CAM). The CAM has been the basis of very e�cient implementations of ML
[22,24]. Based on the speci�cation of Mini-ML in [7,19] we will present a 2BIG spec-
i�cation of Mini-ML and the compiler and abstract machine generated by our system.
A closer look at the abstract machine instructions reveals that variable lookup is still
ine�cient. We introduce an abstract syntax and a conversion of Mini-ML programs into
the abstract syntax. In the abstract syntax variable names are replaced by access paths
which are just a di�erent encoding for deBruijn numerals. For this abstract syntax we
give a 2BIG speci�cation. It turns out that the generated abstract machine is close to
an existing abstract machine, the CAM.

5.1. Mini-ML

In [7,19] the authors present natural semantics speci�cations of Mini-ML , the CAM
and the translation of Mini-ML programs to CAM code. Mini-ML consists of the purely
applicative part of ML, more precisely a simple typed �-calculus with constants, pairs,
conditionals and recursive function de�nitions. The syntax of Mini-ML is given in
Fig. 1, its semantics will be de�ned in the next section by 2BIG rules.

Example 1. The following example program counts from 10 down to 0:

letrec y= �x:if equal(var(x); num(0)) then var(x)
else (var(y) (var(x)− num(1)))

in (var(y) num(10)) end

3 A similar inverse implication states that for every abstract machine execution of a compiled program
there is a transition provable with the 2BIG rules.
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Fig. 1. Syntax of Mini-ML:

And this is a Mini-ML function computing Fibonacci numbers:

letrec fib= �x:if equal(var(x); num(0)) then num(0)
else if equal(var(x); num(1)) then num(1)

else (var(fib) (var(x)− num(1)))
+(var(fib) (var(x)− num(2)))

end
end

in (var(fib) num(10)) end

5.2. Transforming a 2BIG speci�cation of Mini-ML

5.2.1. Cyclic bindings
The static semantics of our meta-language requires that the preconditions of a rule

are well-ordered as de�ned in [12]. Well-orderedness does not allow for cyclic de-
pendencies of variables and thus allows us to use terms and not graphs or ratio-
nal trees as the underlying model of 2BIG rules. From a practical point of view it
facilitates to generate term rewriting systems as speci�cations of abstract machines.
To implement cyclic dependencies as for E∗ in (P2 B [[X 7→E∗]|E]→E∗ P1 B
[[X 7→ E∗]|E]→E′)=( letrec X =P2 in P1 endBE→E′) we lift the handling of cyclic
bindings of variables in the meta-language into the speci�cation, i.e., we specify the
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indirection and dereferencing of variables by 2BIG rules. As a result the state in the
2BIG rules contains a new component, namely a list of redirections. Redirections asso-
ciate indices (addresses) with values. Everytime a value is an index, we have to look
up its value in the redirections. This process is also called dereferencing. Instead of
the above rule for letrec we thus write a 2BIG using redirections:

newind B R→N
P2 B [[red(N; ind(N ))|R]; replace(X; ind(N ); E)]→ [R′; E∗]
P1 B [replace red(N; E∗; R′); replace(X; val(E∗); E)]→ [R′′; E′]

letrec X =P2 in P1 endB [R; E]→ [R′′; E′]

Note, that here in the transition for P2 the environment E∗ only occurs once on
the right-hand side. Thus, P2 is executed in an environment where the redirection N
is bound to ind(N ), whereas P1 is executed in an environment where N is bound to
val(E∗).

5.2.2. Basic operations
In the 2BIG rules the following functions are used:

• lookup(E; X ) yields the value associated with the identi�er bound to X in the map-
ping E.

• replace(X; V; E) yields a new mapping, which di�ers from E only in that the asso-
ciation of the identi�er X is replaced by an association of the identi�er X to the
value V .

• minus op(V1; V2) yields V1 − V2 if both values are numbers.
• plus op(V1; V2) yields V1 + V2 if both values are numbers.
• equal op(V1; V2) yields true if both values are equal, false otherwise.
• lookup red(R; N ) yields the value associated with index N in the redirections R.
• replace red(N; V; R) replaces the value associated with index N in the redirections
R by the value V .

• new index(R) yields a new index, which is not yet contained in R.

5.3. First shot

The 2BIG speci�cation in Table 1 is based on the natural semantics speci�cation of
Mini-ML in [7,19]. To convert their natural semantics rules into 2BIG rules we had to
remove the cyclic dependencies and enforce the static semantics of 2BIG.
We use constructors like xbool; xnum and clo to build intermediate data structures

and distinguish them from constructors of the source language like bool or num. The
constructor val indicates that a value has not to be dereferenced, whereas ind is an
index and has to be dereferenced to get a value.
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Table 1
First shot: natural semantics of Mini-ML

Primitive types: num(N ) B [R; E]→ [R; xnum(N )]

V1 B [R; E]→ [R′; xnum(N )] V2 B [R′; E]→ [R′′; xnum(M)]
V1 + V2 B [R; E]→ [R′′; xnum(plus op(N;M))]

V1 B [R; E]→ [R′; xnum(N )] V2 B [R′; E]→ [R′′; xnum(M)]
V1 − V2 B [R; E]→ [R′′; xnum(minus op(N;M))]

bool(B) B [R; E]→ [R; xbool(B)]

N B [R; E]→ [R′; N ′] M B [R′; E]→ [R′′; M ′]
equal(N;M) B [R; E]→ [R′′; xbool(equal op(N ′; M ′))]

Pairs:
V1 B [R; E]→ [R′; V ′

1] V2 B [R′; E]→ [R′′; V ′
2]

(V1; V2) B [R; E]→ [R′′; xpair(V ′
1 ; V

′
2)]

V B [R; E]→ [R′; xpair(A; B)]
fst(V ) B [R; E]→ [R′; A]

V B [R; E]→ [R′; xpair(A; B)]
snd(V ) B [R; E]→ [R′; B]

Variable lookup:
lkup B [X; E]→ ind(N )

var(X ) B [R; E]→ [R; lookup red(R; N )]
lkup B [X; E]→ val(V )
var(X ) B [R; E]→ [R; V ]

lkup B [X; E]→ lookup(E; X )

Conditional:
B B [R; E]→ [R′; xbool(true)] V1 B [R′; E]→ [R′′; V ′

1]

if B then V1 else V2 end B [R; E]→ [R′′; V ′
1]

B B [R; E]→ [R′; xbool(false)] V2 B [R′; E]→ [R′′; V ′
2]

if B then V1 else V2 end B [R; E]→ [R′′; V ′
2]

Functions:
�X:V B [R; E]→ [R; clo(E; xlambda(X; V ))]

V1 B [R; E]→ [R′; clo(E′; xlambda(X; C))] V2 B [R′; E]→ [R′′; V ′
2]

run B [C; R′′; replace(X; val(V ′
2); E

′)]→ [R∗; V ]
(V1 V2) B [R; E]→ [R∗; V ]

C B [R; E]→ [R′; V ]
run B [C; R; E]→ [R′; V ]

V1 B [R; E]→ [R′; V ′
1] V2 B [R′; replace(X; val(V ′

1); E)]→ [R′′; V ]
let X = V1 in V2 end B [R; E]→ [R′′; V ]

Recursive functions:

newind B R→N
V1 B [[red(N; ind(N ))|R]; replace(X; ind(N ); E)]→ [R′; V ′

1]

V2 B [replace red(N; V ′
1 ; R

′); replace(X; val(V ′
1); E)]→ [R′′; V ′

2]

letrec X = V1 in V2 end B [R; E]→ [R′′; V ′
2]

newind B R→ new index(R)

5.3.1. Generated compiler and abstract machine for Mini-ML
Next, we apply our generator to the 2BIG speci�cation in Table 1. It transforms

the rules as described in Section 4 and �nally produces the term rewriting rules for
a compiler as shown in Table 2 and for an abstract machine as shown in Tables 3
and 4.
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Table 2
First shot: generated compiler

bool(B) ⇒ bool(B)
equal(A; B) ⇒ equal;A; conv 0;B; conv 1
num(N ) ⇒ num(N )
A + B ⇒ equal;A; conv 2;B; conv 3
A− B ⇒ equal;A; conv 2;B; conv 5
(A; B) ⇒ equal;A; conv 0;B; conv 9
fst(V ) ⇒ fst;V ; conv 10
snd(V ) ⇒ fst;V ; conv 11
var(X ) ⇒ var(X )
if B then V1 else V2 end⇒ equal;B; conv 7; factor 1(V2; V1)
�X:V ⇒ lambda(X; V )
(V1 V2) ⇒ equal;V1; conv 12;V2; conv 13; run
let X = V1 in V2 end ⇒ equal;V1; conv 15(X );V2
letrec X = V1 in V2 end ⇒ letrec; newind; conv 16(X );V1; conv 17;V2

Table 3
AM1: variable lookup

〈var(X );C; [D; [R; E]]〉 ⇒ 〈lkup; conv 6; factor 0;C; [[[R]|D]; [X; E]]〉
〈lkup;C; [D; [X; E]]〉 ⇒ 〈C; [D; lookup(X; E)]〉
〈conv 6;C; [[[R]|D]; S]〉 ⇒ 〈C; [D; [[R]; S]]〉
〈factor 0;C; [D; [[R]; ind(N )]]〉 ⇒ 〈C; [D; [R; lookup red(R; N )]]〉
〈factor 0;C; [D; [[R]; val(V )]]〉 ⇒ 〈C; [D; [R; V ]]〉

Table 4
AM1: recursive functions

〈letrec;C; [D; [R; E]]〉⇒ 〈C; [[[R; E]|D]; R]〉
〈newind;C; [D; R]〉⇒ 〈C; [D; new index(R)]〉
〈conv 16(X );C; [[[R; E]|D]; N ]〉⇒

〈C; [[[N; X; E]|D]; [[red(N; ind(N ))|R]; replace(X; ind(N ); E)]]〉
〈conv 17;C; [[[N; X; E]|D]; [R; V ]]〉⇒

〈C; [D; [replace red(N; V; R); replace(X; val(V ); E)]]〉

The names of the instructions introduced by our system are test : : : ; conv
: : : ; factor : : : ; fact : : : and comb : : : . These names describe the task of an instruction
not as speci�c as those instruction names we know from existing abstract machines.
After a closer inspection of what our generated instructions do, we could give them
more suggestive names like push, pop, branch, etc. For example the instruction equal
occurs quite often in the compiler rules. The name of the instruction was chosen, when
the rule for the source language construct equal was generated. The instruction actually
is only a push operation and does not do any comparison, so this is a case where the
generated name is actually misleading. All later other occurrences of equal in other
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compiler rules are due to the fact that similar instructions have been generated for these
rules, but because they had the same e�ects, they have been identi�ed with equal.
Actually, Tables 3 and 4 contain only some of the generated abstract machine rules,

as we only need these to illustrate and discuss some ine�ciencies in the machine.
In the CAM the variable access is done by statically compiled access paths. In the

above abstract machine rules variable access is still a search process hidden in the basic
operation lookup. The instruction factor 0 tests the cases that the variable is bound to
a redirection or directly to a value.
Again the search process is hidden in a basic operation, namely the operations

replace(X; ind(N ); E) and replace(X; val(V ); E). The association found for the vari-
able X is then replaced by an association of X to the new value. In the CAM the
environment is implemented as a stack and the new value is just put on top of the
stack.

5.4. Second shot

As pointed out the structure of environments and as a result the variable lookup in
the above abstract machine is still ine�cient. Our transformations do not automatically
change this structure, thus the 2BIG speci�cation has to be modi�ed. We introduce an
abstract syntax with deBruijn numerals and a conversion of Mini-ML programs into
the abstract syntax. Then we give a new 2BIG speci�cation for Mini-ML programs in
abstract syntax. When we replace variable names by deBruijn numerals the environment
can be replaced by a stack. The value associated with the variable represented by the
numeral $0 is the top most element of the stack, for the numeral $n the value is the
(n − 1)th element of the stack. Access paths are a unary representation of numerals,
i.e., the numeral $0 is represented by car, the numeral $n by cdr(cdr(: : : cdr

︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times

(car))).

5.4.1. Abstract syntax
Since we use now deBruijn numerals in �; let and letrec abstractions, there are no

more variable names in Mini-ML programs and we have to change the syntax (see
Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Abstract syntax of Mini-ML.
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Example 2. Using the new abstract syntax the example program which counts from
10 down to 0 becomes

letrec � : if equal(car; num(0)) then car
else (cdr(car) (car− num(1)))

in (car num(10)) end

And the Mini-ML function for Fibonacci numbers is now written as:

letrec � : if equal(car; num(0)) then num(0)
else if equal(car; num(1)) then num(1)

else (cdr(car) (car− num(1)))
+(cdr(car) (car− num(2)))

end
end

in (car num(10)) end

5.4.2. Conversion into abstract syntax

var(X ) B E→ access path(X; E) (1)

Here access path(X; E) is a basic operation which yields the access path for the nu-
meral $(n − 1) if X is the nth variable in E. Or in other words access path(X; E) =
cdr(cdr(: : : cdr
︸ ︷︷ ︸

n−1 times

(car))).

V B [X |E]→V ′

�X:V B E→ �:V ′

V1 B E→V ′
1 V2 B [X |E]→V ′

2

let X = V1 in V2 end B E→ let V ′
1 in V

′
2 end

V1 B [X |E]→V ′
1 V2 B [X |E]→V ′

2

letrec X = V1 in V2 end B E→ letrec V ′
1 in V

′
2 end

(2)

In all other cases the arguments are just translated in the current environment, e.g.

V1 B E→V ′
1 V2 B E→V ′

2

(V1; V2) B E→ (V ′
1 ; V

′
2)

(3)

2BIG Speci�cation of Mini-ML
Variable lookup: Instead of rules for var(X ), we have now rules for access paths:

car B [R; [ind(M)|E]]→ [R; lookup red(R;M)]

car B [R; [val(V )|E]]→ [R; V ]
A B [R; E]→ [R; V ]

cdr(A) B [R; [H |E]]→ [R; V ]

(4)
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Functions: The name of the variable bound by the � abstraction is no longer stored
in the closure,

� :C B [R; E]→ [R; clo(E; xlambda(C))] (5)

Instead of replacing the value bound to the variable bound by the � abstraction of the
closure, we now pass the new value on top of the environment, which is now a stack
and no longer a mapping of variable names to values:

V1 B [R; E]→ [R′; clo(E′; xlambda(C))] V2 B [R′; E]→ [R′′; V ′
2]

run B [C; R′′; [val(V ′
2)|E′]]→ [R∗; V ]
(V1 V2) B [R; E]→ [R∗; V ]

(6)

Again, instead of binding the value V ′
1 to a variable it is passed on top of the stack,

V1 B [R; E]→ [R′; V ′
1] V2 B [R′; [val(V ′

1)|E]]→ [R′′; V ′
2]

let V1 in V2 end B [R; E]→ [R′′; V ′
2]

(7)

Recursive functions: And again, the value of V ′
1 is now passed on top of the stack,

newind B R→M V1 B [[red(M; ind(M))|R]; [ind(M)|E]]→ [R′; V ′
1]

V2 B [replace red(M;V ′
1 ; R

′); [val(V ′
1)|E]]→ [R′′; V ′

2]
letrec V1 in V2 end B [R; E]→ [R′′; V ′

2]
(8)

5.4.3. Generated compiler and abstract machine for Mini-ML
After modifying the 2BIG speci�cation of Mini-ML as described above we apply the

generator again and get the compiler rules in Table 5 and the abstract machine rules
in Tables 6–8.
Access paths are now translated into sequences of instructions, thus the path cdr(cdr

(car)) becomes cdr;cdr;car. Of course, there are no more abstract machine instructions,
which take variable names as their arguments, e.g., X in lambda(X; C).

Table 5
Second shot: generated compiler

car ⇒ car
cdr(A) ⇒ cdr;A
�:C ⇒ lambda(C)
(V1 V2) ⇒ equal;V1; conv 11;V2; conv 12; run
let V1 in V2 end ⇒ equal;V1; conv 14;V2
letrec V1 in V2 end⇒ letrec; newind; conv 15;V1; conv 16;V2

Table 6
AM2: variable lookup

〈car;C; [D; [R; [ind(M)|E]]]〉 ⇒ 〈C; [D; [R; lookup red(R;M)]]〉
〈car;C; [D; [R; [val(V )|E]]]〉 ⇒ 〈C; [D; [R; V ]]〉
〈cdr;C; [D; [R; [V |E]]]〉 ⇒ 〈C; [D; [R; E]]〉
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Table 7
AM2: functions

〈lambda(V );C; [D; [R; E]]〉⇒ 〈C; [D; [R; clo(E; xlambda(V ))]]〉
〈equal;C; [D; [R; E]]〉⇒ 〈C; [[[E]|D]; [R; E]]〉
〈conv 11;C; [[[E]|D]; [R; clo(E′; xlambda(T ))]]〉⇒

〈C; [[[E′; T ]|D]; [R; E]]〉
〈conv 12;C; [[[E; T ]|D]; [R; V ]]〉⇒ 〈C; [D; [T; R; [val(V )|E]]]〉
〈run;C; [D; [T; R; E]]〉⇒ 〈T ; conv 13;C; [[[T ]|D]; [R; E]]〉
〈conv 13;C; [[[T ]|D]; [R; E]]〉⇒ 〈C; [D; [R; E]]〉
〈conv 14;C; [[[E]|D]; [R; V ]]〉⇒ 〈C; [D; [R; [val(V )|E]]]〉

Table 8
AM2: recursive functions

〈letrec;C; [D; [R; E]]〉⇒ 〈C; [[[R; E]|D]; R]〉
〈conv 15;C; [[[R; E]|D]; M ]〉⇒

〈C; [[[M; E]|D]; [[red(M; ind(M))|R]; [ind(M)|E]]]〉
〈conv 16;C; [[[M; E]|D]; [R; V ]]〉⇒

〈C; [D; [replace red(M; V; R); [val(V )|E]]]〉
〈newind;C; [D; R]〉⇒ 〈C; [D; new index(R)]〉

In Tables 6–8 we give the de�nitions generated for the instructions appearing in the
above compiler rules.

5.5. Comparison to CAM

Before we can compare our generated abstract machine to the CAM, we have to
introduce the CAM in more detail. We restrict the presentation to how variable lookup,
�-abstraction, function application and recursive function de�nitions are translated to
CAM code and discuss the relevant instructions of the CAM. We will use the speci�-
cations in [7], 4 where both the CAM and the translation to CAM code are given by
natural semantics rules. To avoid having to introduce another notation, we will write
these rules in 2BIG notation, although they do not satisfy the static semantics of 2BIG.

5.5.1. Translation of Mini-ML to CAM code
In our generated compiler, we have two stages. First the Mini-ML program is con-

verted into the abstract syntax with access paths. This stage was described by inference
rules. Then the actually generated compiler is described by TRS rules and translates a
program in abstract syntax into an abstract machine program. These two stages have
been intertwined in the inference rules below which specify a translation of Mini-ML
programs into CAM code.

4 Despeyroux’s speci�cation slightly di�ers from [19] and [5]. In the latter the CAM is speci�ed by TRS
rules and an ML program is given, which translates Mini-ML programs to CAM code.
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In these translation rules the state is an environment, in fact a list of variable names
and such lists are constructed as pairs (e; v), where v is a value and e an environment
again:

access(X )BE→C
var(X )BE→C

Here access(X ) computes given the environment E the access path for the variable X
as a sequence of car and cdr instructions:

V BE→C
�X:V BE→ cur(C)

The variable name is ignored and the expression V is translated into CAM code and
used as an argument to the CAM instruction cur:

V1BE→C1 V2BE→C2
(V1 V2)BE→ push;C1; swap;C2; cons; app

Here V1 and V2 are translated �rst and the resulting code is combined into a sequence
of instructions:

V1B (E; X )→C1 V2B (E; X )→C2
letrec X =V1 in V2 endBE→ push; quote(R′); cons; push;C1; swap; rplac;C2

Note, that R′ is an anonymous variable and, as we will see now when we present the
CAM instructions, R′ is used by rplac to create a cyclic binding.

5.5.2. Instructions of the CAM
The CAM instructions are de�ned in natural semantics below. In these rules the state

is a stack of environments:

carB [(A; B)|S]→ [A|S] cdrB [(A; B)|S]→ [B|S] pushB [A|S]→ [A|[A|S]]

swapB [A|[B|S]]→ [B|[A|S]] consB [A|[B|S]]→ [(A; B)|S]
CB [(E; A)|S]→ S1

appB [(clo(C; E); A)|S]→ S1

cur(C)B [E|S]→ [clo(C; E)|S] quote(R)B [A|S]→ [R|S]
V =R′

rplacB [(R; V )|[R′|S]]→ [(R; R′)|S]

The equality of V =R′ means that every occurrence of V in R′ is replaced by R′.

5.5.3. Comparison
The following observation will ease the comparison of the rules for the CAM in-

structions and those for our generated abstract machine instructions. For the CAM the
state is a stack of environments, in our generated abstract machine the state has the
form [D; [R; E]], where R are redirections and D corresponds to the rest of the stack
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Table 9
Comparison to CAM

Generated instruction CAM instruction

car car
cdr cdr
lambda(V) cur(C)
equal pusha

conv 11 swap
conv 12 consa

run app
conv 14 consa

letrec pusha

newind; conv 15 quote(R′); cons; push
conv 16 swap; rplac

aThere is not always a one-to-one correspondence of CAM instructions and
generated instructions. For example, equal pushes only the environment on top
of the stack, whereas letrec pushes both the environment and the redirections
on top of the stack.

in the CAM and E to the top most element of the stack. 5 Since they have similar
e�ects we get the correspondence of CAM instructions and instructions of the generated
abstract machine in Table 9.
As an example, look at the de�nitions of lambda and cur:

〈lambda(V );C; [D; [R; E]]〉⇒ 〈C; [D; [R; clo(E; xlambda(V ))]]〉

cur(V )B [E|S]→ [clo(V; E)|S]
Both instructions get the program code V for an expression as an argument and �nd
the environment E on the stack. Then they create a closure on the stack and store the
program code V and the environment E in that closure.
The major deviation of the generated instructions from the CAM instructions is the

additional handling of redirections. In the above cited speci�cations of the CAM these
are hidden in the meta-language, but when it comes to implementing the CAM in a
language like C one has to deal with this problem.

6. Designing other abstract machines

So far, we did experiments with three di�erent languages: SIMP, Mini-ML and action
notation. The constructs of these languages include recursive functions and procedures,
higher-order functions, local and global variables, assignments, conditionals and loops.

5 A minor notational observation is, that in the generated abstract machine we use [h|t] to construct
environments instead of (t; h).
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Mini-� [29] is an imperative language with procedures and functions. It allows both
call-by-value and call-by-reference parameter passing. Furthermore functions can be
passed as parameters. In one of our experiments a benchmark program in the language
Mini-� was �rst translated into an action term using an action semantics speci�cation
of Mini-�. This action term was then executed by interpreting the 2BIG rules for
action semantics or by the generated abstract machine for action semantics in C. The
abstract machine and the compiler were generated from 100 2BIG rules de�ning the
semantics of 39 action notation constructs including the control, functional, declarative
and imperative facet. We did not deal with the communicative facet, nondeterminsm
or the interleaving of actions.

7. Conclusions

We presented a new design methodology for abstract machines. In this methodology
our semantics-directed generator plays a central role. The generator fully automatically
generates compilers and abstract machines from semantics speci�cations of a source
language. The generator cannot invent new implementation tricks, so many implemen-
tation details of the generated abstract machine depend on the details which have been
explicit in the semantics speci�cation. By inspecting the generated abstract machine
the developer detects which details should be made more explicit and then changes the
semantics accordingly. As an example of this iterative process we show the design of
an abstract machine for Mini-ML which turns out to be very similar to the categorial
abstract machine.
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